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FOR OVER 50 YEARS, PRESTON RENTALS HAS PROVIDED QUALITY CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
RENTAL AND SERVICES THAT OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE COME TO COUNT ON.

As a leader in the provision of specialist construction, infrastructure, civil and commercial equipment rental
we are proud of our people and our reputation as a trusted and reliable customer centric team.
Our range of quality products have been thoughtfully selected to deliver solutions for construction challenges
worldwide. Preston Rentals believes in hard work, constant communication and attention to detail to get the
job done.
We provide experienced advice, quality equipment and solutions focused on your business needs plus we are
a great team of people who love what we do!
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547
8’ 11’’
1’11‘’
4’ 8’’
4,497 lbs

6,450lbs (max.) at 4’7’’
630lbs at 27’

14’ 3’’
4’ 3’’
5’ 10’’
8,760lbs

6,680lbs(max.) at 8’0’’
220lbs at 47’3’’

16’ 4’’
4’ 6’’
6’ 6’’
11,045lbs (11375lb with electric option)

8,919lbs (max.) at 8’3’’
440lbs at 61’

1485
18’ 5’’
5’8’’
7’ 2’’
18,453lbs

13,330 lbs at 9’0’’

21’ 5’’
8’ 2’’
9’ 8’’
34,480 lbs or 34,934 lbs (w/blade)

13,227 lbs at 8’6’’
947 lbs at 52’10’’

The Preston Rentals fleet of mini crane & hydraulic crawlers for rent features the superior Maeda and UNIC cranes,
small in stature but big when it comes to performance. Their compact strength and quality will surprise you.
Increased accessibility—now you can get compact heavy lifters into smaller areas that would be inaccessible to
standard cranes.
Our range are suitable for a wide range of uses, from basic lifting to highly specialist applications.
Our cranes are ideal solution for small domestic and commercial construction projects where a standard crane would
be too large. If you are looking for a crane to tackle a bigger job, then check out our range of larger cranes or contact
our team for some expert advice.
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RETRACTABLE LOADING
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7’2”

8’6”

2.2

2.6

CAPACITY

CAPACITY
11023lbs
5500 lbs

MAX.LOAD
TARE WEIGHT

MAX.LOAD
TARE WEIGHT

11023lbs
6170 lbs

LENGTH

LENGTH
MAX.OUT

206 11/16”

MAX.OUTBOARD

206 11/16”

WIDTH OF DECK

7’2”

WIDTH OF DECK

8’ 6”

PROP OR BOLTDOWN

PROP OR BOLTDOWN
OPTION

3

OPTION

3

10’6”

13’9”

3.2

4.2

CAPACITY

CAPACITY

MAX.LOAD
TARE WEIGHT

11023lbs
6600lbs

MAX.LOAD
TARE WEIGHT

11023lbs
7716lbs

LENGTH

LENGTH
MAX.OUTBOARD

206 11/16”

MAX.OUTBOARD

206 11/16”

WIDTH OF DECK

10’ 6”

WIDTH OF DECK

13’ 9”

PROP OR BOLTDOWN

PROP OR BOLTDOWN
OPTION

3

OPTION
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The world renowned Preston Rentals SuperDeck® retractable loading platform system has been designed to
simplify the handling of materials, save hook time and rapidly improve productivity - particularly on multi-story
construction sites. The SuperDeck’s revolutionary design offers a ‘drawer-like’ loading platform system
dramatically reducing crane loading times and delivering savings on labour costs - all while improving overall
site safety.
The SuperDeck retractable loading platform is fitted with fixed safety harness points to allow units to be vertically
stacked and rolled in and out as required. This innovative design is rated for universally safe working loads of
5 tons and dramatically increases the efficiencies of materials handling by minimising hindrance to crane ropes
and loads for faster, safer and more cost-effective crane operations.
SuperDecks can be operated by a single person and can be installed or relocated in approximately
15 minutes labor costs providing significant savings in time and labour costs.
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SHORING

MP350

MP480

MP625

DIMENSIONS

DIMENSIONS

DIMENSIONS

LENGTH

min - 6.4ft

LENGTH

max - 11.5ft
WEIGHT

43 lbs

CAPACITY
20,458 LBF

min - 8.5 ft

LENGTH

max - 15.8 ft
WEIGHT

55 lbs

CAPACITY
19,896 LBF

min -1 4ft
max - 20.5 ft

WEIGHT

77 lbs

CAPACITY
12,634 LBF

Extensive Range
Preston Rentals offers a wide range of intelligent shoring rental solutions for those working in the building and
construction industry. Our extensive range of adjustable shoring is available for rent across North America ensuring
We can always deliver the quality shoring rental solution you need.
As a company that has been supporting the construction industry for over 50 years, Preston Rentals has a
thorough understanding of shoring needs offering quality, industry-leading construction propping systems and
expert advice and support to make your job easier.
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MATERIAL HANDLING

PRESTON RENTALS SuperCages™ provide flexiblity to load difficult & cumbersome materials safely.
DIMENSIONS & CAPACITIES:
The SuperCages™ interior dims 13’2’’ L x 6’4’’ Wx 45’’ H
5,000 LBS Loading Capacity
Tare Weight (Empty) 3,000 LBS
FEATURES:
Steel tube frame
Diamond plate steel floor
Expanded metal side panels
4 pad eyes for top rigging
Fold-down ramp for easy loading and unloading
Designed to meet or exceed ASME B30.20 standards
Minimize wasted time and the hassle of carting equipment & materials through the man-lift
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ACCESSORIES
ADD-ON SOLUTIONS

SUPERDECK™ ADD-ON SOLUTIONS
Extended Side Panels - A steel mesh 14.76ft meter to offer extended height on
our loading platforms and also for safety, depending on job specifications.

Deck Trolley - To go under the Loading Platform to hang chain block and
finishing work under the Loading Platform.

Loading Platforms Ramp - Limited 7.87 in, 15.75 in, 23.62 in or special order (Keeping
leg system.
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ACCESSORIES
ADD-ON SOLUTIONS

SUPERCRANE™ ADD-ON SOLUTIONS
Chains/Slings - All Purpose Lifting Equipment

Two Way Radios - For communication

Lever Block/Chain Block - Lever blocks is a manual hoist using a ratchet and
pawl mechanical configuration to lift, lower or pull a load and to apply or release
tension.

Headache Ball - An auxiliary hook that can be hooked on a crane

Remote & Cable - Cable remote controller for remote machine operation

Glass Lifter - A convenient way to lift glass, metal, ceramic and other materials
and position them for fixing. Vacuum technology to grip the surface glass lifters
are an easy lifting solution.
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YOU CAN COUNT ON
PRESTON RENTALS
FOR YOUR SPECIALIZED
CONSTRUCTION NEEDS
Preston Rentals meets the needs of leading building and construction
companies by providing equipment throughout the entire North American
continent.
For more information, rates or technical specifications on our products
please call us today on 888 399 DECK (3325) or visit our website
at www.prestonrentals.com

SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT RENTAL
SOLUTIONS
Preston Rentals (NV) LLC
5168 W. Eldorado Lane
Las Vegas, NV 89139
sales@prestonrentals.com

Preston Rentals (TX) LLC
3517 2nd Avenue S.
Texas City, TX 77590
sales@prestonrentals.com

Preston Rentals (CO) LLC
9761 Titan Park Circle,
Littleton, CO 80125
sales@prestonrentals.com

Preston Rentals (TN) LLC
3200 West End,
Nashville, TN 37203
sales@prestonrentals.com

Preston Rentals (CA) LLC
135 South State College Blvd
Suite 200, Brea, CA, 92821
sales@prestonrentals.com

Phone 888 399 DECK | prestonrentals.com

